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Elevator Man Stories, Hot Off the Press

MONTEREY, CA – The Elevator Industry has its collection of stories that mechanics and technicians share between themselves and these stories are what make our industry great. The first published book of its kind, Jim Collett has captured his 40 year career while working as an elevator mechanic in this newly released 242 page “Elevator Man Stories” book. From his very first day on the job all the way to his retirement each chapter covers another adventure during his career. Sometimes serious and other times hilarious accounts while working in the trade.

Tom Sybert – Elevator Radio Show Podcast – “I honestly couldn’t put the book down. I was sad when it ended and wished there was more. There were times in the book I couldn’t stop laughing and others that made me realize how dangerous working on elevators can be. There were parts in the book that made me feel like I was a mechanic working right next to Jim.”